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Easy Burrito Pillowcase 
 
Required supplies: 
¾ yd primary fabric rotary cutter 
¼ yd cuff fabric ruler 
2.5” accent or flange fabric pins 
 
Instructions 
 

1. Press fabrics. The 2.5” strip for the flange should be folded in ½ 
lengthwise, wrong sides together, and pressed flat 

 
2. Starting with the cuff, stack these 3 fabrics, right sides up, along a raw 

edge; second fabric will be the primary fabric, then the accent or flange 
 

3. Roll or loosely fold the loose raw edge of the primary fabric toward the 
cuff, until itʼs a few inches from the folded accent piece.  
Bring the loose edge of the cuff over the rolled primary fabric, creating a 
tube, and match all your raw edges so there are now 5 layers. Pin these 
raw edges together making sure theyʼre all nicely lined up, then stitch 
through, using a ¼” seam allowance. 

 
4. Once stitched, gently pull out the primary fabric from inside this tube, and 

press flat, keeping the accent piece facing the main body of the 
pillowcase. 

 
5. Fold in ½ lengthwise, wrong sides together; using your rotary cutter and 

ruler, trim off the selvedges 
 

6. Starting at the bottom edge of the pillowcase, sew through the cuff, flange, 
and then primary fabric, using a ¼” seam; turn at the corner to sew up to 
the top of the pillowcase. To finish, clip the corner. You can use a zigzag 
stitch or serger to finish the seam, OR complete your pillowcase with 
French (enclosed) seams.  

 
Watch the video by Laura Coia of SewVeryEasy for simple to follow instructions 
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRtChhvCyRc 


